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THIS WAS A THE WAY OSWALD COULD HAVE GOTTEN INTO LUNCHROOM 

Basic argument to make has Baker arriving at the 2™ floor lunchroom before Oswald 

could have if he was fleeing from the sixth floor after cleaning the weapon and hiding it 

behind the screen of boxes. 

WCR has two conclusions (R152-530 notes that the time for Baker and Truly to reach the 

lunchroom was probably longer than allowed by the test runs. The other (R649) contends 

that all tests indicate that Oswald could have reached the lunchroom before Baker and 

Truly reached the 2" floor. P. 114 flip 

MAKE POINT: THE WC CITES NO WITNESS TO OSWALD’S ALLEGED TRIP 

FROM THE 6°" TO THE 28° FLOOR. BUT THE WC HAD WITNESSES WHO 

3AVE EVIDENCE THAT IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE. 

p. 116 Some stuff on Brennan. He cites 3H147-148 that Brennan at no time at the line 

up made any identification. 

p. 116 flip Hal destroys Brennan and WC case that he was the star witness. 

Brennan at no time when viewing the lineup did he identify Oswald 3H147-148 

Gerald Ford piece on Brennan as star witness in Life(10/2/1964) also Ford states 

in article that Brennan was the only person to see Oswald fire his rifle at Kennedy. See 

3H154 where Brennan tells McCloy that he did not see the rifle flash or recoil.... 

The Report’s waffling on Brennan as star witness. R145 Brennan was “an accurate 

observer. R144 says that his description “most probably” led to the description broadcast 

by the police. RS says that B’s description was “primarily” responsible for the broadcast. 

See section in Report “Eyewitness Identification of Assassin” R143-149 

Pp 117-118 More on Brennan’s preposterous testimony ....Leaves the question of the 

origins of the Oswald description or of the shooter over police radio. ... > 

Chapter XX111 

Examines how Posner dealt with the “missed shot” or Tague bullet. . .. 

pp. 123 Hal cites that section of WCR pp135-137 re: Evidence linking the paper 

bag to the rifle, etc. Then proceeds to show that there was no evidence at all 

connecting the two. 
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